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centres worldwide, the data must be scrutinised to ensure they are clean from any hardware or
software related issues that may compromise their integrity. Prompt identification of these issues
permits fast action to investigate, correct and potentially prevent future such problems that could
render the data unusable. This is achieved through the monitoring of detector-level quantities
and reconstructed collision event characteristics at key stages of the data processing chain. This
paper presents the monitoring and assessment procedures in place at ATLAS during 2015–2018
data-taking. Through the continuous improvement of operational procedures, ATLAS achieved a
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s = 13TeV certified for physics analysis.
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1 Introduction
The ATLAS detector [1] at the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [2] is a multipurpose particle
detector, optimised to exploit the full physics potential of high-energy proton-proton (pp) and
heavy-ion collisions. This includes the study of the Higgs boson, precise measurements of Standard
Model processes, searches for rare and new phenomena, as well as the study of the properties and
states of matter at high temperatures. ATLAS has over 100 million electronic channels, which
provide read-out for multiple, distinct detector subsystems, each featuring dedicated technologies
to serve a specific purpose. During data-taking it is important that data are available from all
detector subsystems, and that they are free from integrity issues. It is possible that data from one
or more individual detector components may occasionally be compromised. This could happen,
for example, as a result of a surge in noise from detector electronics or from a high-voltage trip
in a detector module. In order to ensure that data provided for physics analysis are of sufficient
quality, any such issues must be identified, with data collected during the affected time period
being marked appropriately. Thus, data collected during these periods of transient detector issues
can be excluded from analyses. To achieve this, the data collected by each detector subsystem
are constantly monitored and their conditions recorded, with automated procedures in place where
appropriate. Communication with detector operation, software, and hardware experts is important
to provide a constant feedback loop, so that the capacity for effectively identifying, preventing or
treating data quality (DQ) issues is continuously improved. The final decision on whether or not
data are usable is based on scrutiny of the relevant issues by a team of experts.
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ATLAS began collecting pp collision data at
√
s = 13 TeV inmid-2015, marking the start of the
LHCRun 2 data-taking campaign. During the following four-year experimental programme that ran
until the end of 2018, the DQ monitoring procedures, built on the tools and experience developed
during Run 1, were constantly revised and improved. This, combined with advances in detector
operational procedures, resulted in the DQ efficiency increasing year by year. This paper presents
the DQ assessment procedures in place at ATLAS during Run 2, and the DQ performance achieved
as a result. The paper is organised as follows. The ATLAS detector is described in section 2, and
an overview of DQ operations and infrastructure is given in section 3, where DQ-related tools and
applications are introduced. Following this, the usage of these tools in the context of DQmonitoring
and assessment is given in section 4. Here the DQworkflow, as performed during Run 2 data-taking,
is described. The performance of these practices and resulting DQ efficiencies are presented and
discussed in section 5, with a closing summary provided in section 6.
2 ATLAS detector
The ATLAS detector at the LHC covers nearly the entire solid angle around the collision point.1 It
consists of an inner tracking detector surrounded by a thin superconducting solenoid, electromag-
netic and hadronic calorimeters, and amuon spectrometer incorporating three large superconducting
toroidal magnets.
The inner detector (ID) system is immersed in a 2 T axial magnetic field and provides charged-
particle tracking in the range |η | < 2.5. The high-granularity silicon pixel detector covers the
vertex region and typically provides four measurements per track, the first hit being normally in the
insertable B-layer (IBL), installed before Run 2 [3, 4]. It is followed by the semiconductor tracking
detector (SCT), which is based on silicon microstrips and usually provides eight measurements per
track. These subsystems are crucial for the reconstruction of charged-particle tracks, the accuracy of
which is limited by the finite resolution of the detector elements and incomplete knowledge of their
positions. The silicon detectors are complemented by the transition radiation tracker (TRT), which
enables radially extended track reconstruction up to |η | = 2.0. The TRT also provides electron
identification information based on the number of hits (typically 30 in total) above an energy-deposit
threshold corresponding to transition radiation. The ID system provides essential information for
the reconstruction of physics objects such as electrons [5], muons [6], τ-leptons [7], photons [5] and
jets [8], as well as for identification of jets containing b-hadrons [9], and for event-level quantities
that use charged-particle tracks as input.
The calorimeter system covers the pseudorapidity range |η | < 4.9. Within the region |η | < 3.2,
electromagnetic calorimetry is provided by barrel and endcap high-granularity lead/liquid-argon
(LAr) calorimeters, with an additional thin LAr presampler covering |η | < 1.8, to correct for
energy loss in material upstream of the calorimeters. Hadronic calorimetry is provided by the
steel/scintillator-tile calorimeter, segmented into three barrel structures within |η | < 1.7, and two
copper/LAr hadronic endcap calorimeters. The solid angle coverage is completed with forward
1ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in the centre of
the detector and the z-axis along the beam pipe. The x-axis points from the IP to the centre of the LHC ring, and the
y-axis points upwards. Cylindrical coordinates (r, φ) are used in the transverse plane, φ being the azimuthal angle around
the z-axis. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar angle θ as η = −ln tan(θ/2).
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copper/LAr and tungsten/LAr calorimeter modules optimised for electromagnetic and hadronic
measurements, respectively. The calorimeters play an important role in the reconstruction of
physics objects such as photons, electrons, τ-leptons and jets, as well as event-level quantities such
as missing transverse momentum [10].
The muon spectrometer (MS) comprises separate trigger and high-precision tracking chambers
measuring the deflection ofmuons in amagnetic field generated by superconducting air-core toroids.
The field integral of the toroids ranges between 2.0 and 6.0 T m across most of the detector. A set of
precision chambers covers the region |η | < 2.7 with three layers of monitored drift tubes (MDTs),
complemented by cathode strip chambers (CSCs) in the forward region, where the background is
highest. The muon trigger system covers the range |η | < 2.4 with resistive-plate chambers (RPCs)
in the barrel, and thin-gap chambers (TGCs) in the endcap regions.
Interesting events are selected to be recorded by the first-level (L1) trigger system implemented
in custom hardware, followed by selections made by algorithms implemented in software in the
high-level trigger (HLT) [11]. The L1 trigger makes decisions at the 40 MHz bunch crossing rate
and accepts events at a rate below 100 kHz, which the HLT further reduces in order to record
complete physics events to disk at about 1 kHz. The trigger system makes use of physics object-
or event-level selections using information from the detector subsystems; hence issues affecting
detector components can impact the trigger performance downstream. Comprehensive monitoring
of trigger rates, detector status and physics object quality is therefore imperative to enable the
identification of operational issues in real time.
The reconstruction of physics objects requires input from a combination of detector subsystems.
To monitor physics object quality, expertise is required in both the combination of detector informa-
tion used in reconstruction, and the algorithms that facilitate this. Combined performance experts
work in collaboration with dedicated subsystem and trigger experts to ensure scrutiny at every level.
3 Data quality infrastructure and operations
The ATLAS experiment began taking 13 TeV pp collision data with a nominal bunch-spacing of
50 ns in July 2015, before the LHC progressed to the design 25 ns bunch-spacing one month later.
The latter is the main data-taking mode during Run 2, referred to hereafter as the “standard” Run 2
configuration (in which the “standard” Run 2 dataset was collected). In addition to this, the four
years were interspersed with special data-taking periods, with the LHC providing collision data
in different machine configurations. Such periods include, for example, instances where the LHC
collides heavy ions, periods in which the proton centre-of-mass energy is lower than the nominal
13 TeV, or periods during which the mean number of interactions per bunch crossing,2 µ, is lowered
to µ = 2. The luminosity-weighted µ distribution for the full Run 2 pp collision
√
s = 13 TeV
dataset is shown in figure 1, where the µ = 2 periods can be seen at the left end of the figure. A
summary of the main data-taking campaigns for 2015–2018 considered in this paper is presented in
table 1. Other special data-taking periods and configurations that are not discussed herein include
2The mean number of interactions per crossing corresponds to the mean of the Poisson distribution of the number of
interactions per crossing calculated for each proton bunch. It is calculated from the instantaneous luminosity per bunch
as µ = Lbunch × σinel/ fr, where Lbunch is the per bunch instantaneous luminosity, σinel is the inelastic cross section
(which is taken to be 80 mb for 13 TeV collisions), and fr = 11245.5 Hz is the LHC revolution frequency.
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machine commissioning periods, detector calibration or van der Meer (vdM) beam separation
scans for luminosity calibration [12], very-low-µ data-taking for forward physics programmes, and
data-taking with high β∗ [13]. During 2018, short vdM-like scans (called emittance scans) were
performed during standard physics data-taking at ATLAS in addition to dedicated vdM scans. Since
emittance scans take place during standard pp data-taking, they are included as a part of the standard
Run 2 dataset in this paper, although data collected during an emittance scan are not used for typical
physics analyses (as discussed further in section 5). The uncertainty in the integrated luminosity of
the standard Run 2 dataset is 1.7% [12], obtained using the LUCID-2 detector [14] for the primary
luminosity measurements.
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Figure 1. Luminosity-weighted distribution of the mean number of interactions per bunch crossing, µ,
for the full Run 2 pp collision dataset at
√
s = 13 TeV. The µ corresponds to the mean of the Poisson
distribution of the number of interactions per crossing calculated for each proton bunch. It is calculated
from the instantaneous per bunch luminosity. All data recorded by ATLAS during stable beams are shown,
including machine commissioning periods, special runs for detector calibration, LHC fills with a low number
of circulating bunches or bunch spacing greater than 25 ns. The integrated luminosity and the mean µ value
for each year are given also.
A single uninterrupted period with beams circulating in the LHC machine is called a fill.
Typically ATLAS records data continuously during a single LHC fill. Data-taking for physics
begins as soon as possible after the LHC declares “stable beams”,3 a condition indicating that stable
particle collisions have been achieved. At this point there is high-voltage (HV) ramp up in the
Pixel, SCT, and muon system. Once the preamplifiers of the pixel system are turned on, ATLAS
is declared “ready for physics”. Each of the datasets taken while ATLAS is continuously recording
is referred to as an ATLAS run, with each individual run being assigned a unique six-digit run
3The timestamp that marks the start of “stable beams” is determined from the LHC General Machine Timing
hardware signal.
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Table 1. Summary of themain data-taking campaigns of each year duringRun 2, alongwith the corresponding
delivered and recorded integrated luminosities. The integrated luminosity of the data delivered to ATLAS
by the LHC between the time at which the LHC has declared “stable beams” and the point when sensitive
subsystems are switched off to allow a beam dump or beam studies is typically defined as the “delivered”
luminosity. The subset of these data that is recorded by ATLAS is defined as the “recorded” luminosity. The
corresponding centre-of-mass energy is also given alongside each dataset, where√sNN is the centre-of-mass
energy per nucleon pair in the case of heavy-ion data-taking periods.
Year Dataset Integrated Luminosity
Delivered Recorded
2015 pp@
√
s = 13 TeV (50 ns) 102.2 pb−1 94.5 pb−1
pp@
√
s = 13 TeV (25 ns) 3.88 fb−1 3.63 fb−1
pp@
√
s = 5.02 TeV 26.1 pb−1 25.6 pb−1
Pb-Pb @ √sNN = 5.02 TeV 0.51 nb−1 0.50 nb−1
2016 pp@
√
s = 13 TeV 38.0 fb−1 35.5 fb−1
p-Pb @ √sNN = 8.16 TeV 170 nb−1 167 nb−1
p-Pb @ √sNN = 5.02 TeV 0.44 nb−1 0.43 nb−1
2017 pp@
√
s = 13 TeV 49.0 fb−1 46.4 fb−1
Xe-Xe @ √sNN = 5.44 TeV 1.97 nb−1 1.96 nb−1
pp@
√
s = 5.02 TeV (µ = 2) 273 pb−1 270 pb−1
pp@
√
s = 13 TeV (µ = 2) 150 pb−1 148 pb−1
2018 pp@
√
s = 13 TeV 62.1 fb−1 60.0 fb−1
pp@
√
s = 13 TeV (µ = 2) 213 pb−1 208 pb−1
Pb-Pb @ √sNN = 5.02 TeV 1.78 nb−1 1.74 nb−1
number. Each run is further divided into luminosity blocks (LBs). An LB is a period of time during
which instantaneous luminosity, detector and trigger configuration and data quality conditions are
considered constant. In general one LB corresponds to a time period of 60 s, although LB duration
is flexible and actions that might alter the run configuration or detector conditions trigger the start
of a new LB before 60 s have elapsed. LB start and end timestamps are assigned in real time during
data-taking by the ATLAS Central Trigger Processor [15]. The LB serves as a standard unit of
granularity for data quality book-keeping. Despite this, rejection of inferior-quality data is possible
at a much finer granularity (either event-by-event or within O(ms) “time windows”) provided that
the grounds and associated parameters are identified in time to be taken into account during the
data reconstruction, as described further in section 4.
Detector and trigger status, configuration, and other time-dependent information such as cali-
bration constants, called detector conditions [16], are stored in the ATLAS conditions database [17].
This is an Oracle database hosting a COOL technology schema [18], which allows the storing of
conditions data according to an interval of validity (IOV). The IOV has a start and end timestamp
(in ns), or run and luminosity block identifier, between which the stored conditions are valid and
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applicable to the data. Given that LB length is not fixed, the timestamps that mark the start and end
of each LB are also stored in the conditions database.
A number of online applications are responsible for recording the status of conditions in the
conditions database. Here “online” refers to services that run during real-time data-taking atATLAS,
while “offline” applications are run during data reconstruction at Tier 0.4 The operational status
of detector hardware components is controlled and monitored by the Detector Control System
(DCS) [20], providing information that includes component temperatures, high-voltage values
and operational capacity. Further monitoring of low-level detector information is provided by
GNAM [21, 22], a lightweight tool that monitors detector status at various stages of the data-
flow [23], creating monitoring histograms. During data-taking the trigger system also constantly
monitors the data passed by the L1 trigger, including data that are not subsequently recorded to disk.
This ensures that interesting events are not unintentionally discarded, and that theHLTalgorithms are
operating as expected. In addition, theHLT systemgenerates a set of histograms thatmonitor aspects
of its operation. For monitoring of higher-level information, including the quality of reconstructed
physics objects, full event reconstruction is run on a small subset of trigger-accepted events and
histograms are produced with code similar to that used for monitoring during the offline processing.
Automated checks are carried out on the produced histograms using the Data Quality Monitoring
Framework (DQMF) [24]. These checks are described in detail in section 4.2. The algorithms that
run in the DQMF must be lightweight such that they comply with data-processing time restrictions
and must be written and tested offline, independently of online data-taking. This means that the
DQMF is compatible with the online and offline environments, and its use in the two environments
differs only in the methods used to deliver histograms to the framework and publish the results.
The Information Service (IS) is used to retrieve monitoring data from the Trigger and Data
Acquisition (TDAQ) [25] system and temporarily stores monitoring data in the form of status flags
and counters to be shared between online applications. Histograms created by GNAM, as well as the
monitoring histograms and results from the DQMF, are also sent to IS and can be retrieved [26, 27]
to be rendered by dedicated monitoring display tools. The monitoring display tools provide an
interface for the crew of shifters, who are at work in the ATLAS control room 24 hours a day,5 to
monitor data-taking in real time. Should these online systems indicate an issue with the trigger or a
particular detector subsystem, experts are on call to resolve problems that concern their system to
minimise the impact on the quality of ATLAS data.
The two major monitoring display tools that are used online in the control room are the Data
Quality Monitoring Display (DQMD) [28] and the Online Histogram Presenter (OHP) [29]. The
DQMD uses the results from the DQMF and presents them in a hierarchical manner, along with the
corresponding monitoring histograms and details of the associated DQMF checks. This provides
a global view of the detector status, with coloured status flags indicating the quality of the data
according to theDQMF results. TheOHP is a highly configurable histogram presenter, which can be
used to display a large number of histograms to be monitored by subsystem, trigger, or DQ experts.
The OHP permits the display of any published histogram in an arbitrary manner, while DQMD
4ATLAS uses the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG) [19] to store and reconstruct data. The WLCG defines
a hierarchical “Tier” structure for computing infrastructure: ATLAS uses the Tier 0 farm at CERN for initial (prompt)
reconstruction of the recorded data; later data reprocessing proceeds primarily on the eleven Tier 1 sites.
5Each 24 hour period is split into three control room shift blocks with an eight hour rotation.
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strictly visualises the histograms used by the DQMF in a hierarchical structure. All monitoring
information is archived [30] such that status flags and other information can be propagated offline
for DQ documentation.
ATLAS data that pass trigger requirements are organised into streams, where a stream is
defined as a set of trigger selections and prescales and contains all events that have been stored
to disk after satisfying any of those selections. This streaming is inclusive,6 such that a single
event can be included in multiple streams should it satisfy the corresponding selection criteria.
Some streams exist for specific calibration purposes (e.g. electronic noise monitoring [31], beam-
spot position [32], detector alignment [33]), while others are dedicated to collecting potentially
interesting data for physics analysis. The Express stream contains a representative subset of the data
collected in the physics and calibration streams,7 and is promptly reconstructed at the ATLAS Tier
0 computing facility alongside most calibration streams. As reconstruction of these streams begins
in parallel with data-taking, the data can be made available for offline DQ validation as quickly
as possible, with monitoring histograms produced during the reconstruction process subsequently
being analysed by the offline DQMF.
The DQ operational workflow is illustrated schematically in figure 2. First, data are monitored
online in real time using tools such as DQMD and OHP to display information to monitoring
experts (“online shifters” in figure 2) and alert them to the presence of issues. This first stage seeks
to minimise data losses during data-taking, and is discussed in more detail in section 4.2. Once
the data have been recorded and reconstructed, a two-stage offline DQ assessment ensues. The
first-pass assessment makes use of the promptly reconstructed subset of data from the Express and
calibration streams (as illustrated by the orange and green boxes in figure 2).
Based on this first look at the monitoring output of the data reconstructed offline, updates can
be made to the conditions database by system DQ experts (as indicated by the arrows pointing to the
conditions database in figure 2), to be taken into account in the next stage of data processing. The
implementation of these updates, and the procedures followed to ensure their validity, are described
in detail in section 4.3. Upon completion of this first iteration of checks, all streams, including
the physics streams, are reconstructed (as shown in the “bulk data processing” box in figure 2),
making use of the new information gleaned from the first-pass DQ assessment. Once this full
processing is complete a thorough assessment is made using the full data statistics available in the
physics streams. The outcome of this iteration of DQ checks forms the basis for the decision as to
which data are usable for physics analysis, and which must be discarded. A detailed walkthrough
of this workflow is provided in section 4, where both online monitoring (section 4.2) and offline
DQ assessment (section 4.3) are discussed.
The task of assessing the monitoring data associated with all detector components, and sub-
sequent reconstructed objects, is shared among detector, trigger, and combined performance spe-
6The exception to this inclusive streaming is the Debug stream, which contains events that have passed the L1 trigger,
but encounter errors at HLT or DAQ level. This ensures that data encountering problems in the TDAQ system can be
recovered. Events collected in this stream are not available in any other stream. Events entering the Debug stream
constituted a fraction of less than 10−7 of the recorded dataset between 2015 and 2018, though physics analyses are asked
to consider this stream to avoid missing potentially interesting events.
7The Express stream contains a minimal rate (∼20 Hz) of events as required to perform a reliable first-validation of
the detector subsystems and reconstructed physics objects.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram illustrating the nominal Run 2 operations workflow for the data quality
assessment of ATLAS data. Online histogram sources include the high-level trigger farm, the data acquisition
system, and full reconstruction of a fraction of events accepted by the trigger.
cialists, who constitute the “DQ Experts” indicated in figure 2. While the detector specialists
provide system-specific expertise, the combined performance assessment is split between several
subgroups. The ID Global group validates the combined performance of the ID subsystems and
track reconstruction. A combined calorimeter objects group provides monitoring of reconstructed
electrons, photons, τ-leptons, jets, and missing transverse momentum. Muon combined perfor-
mance is monitored alongside the muon subsystems within the muon detector group. A dedicated
b-tagging group is responsible for overseeing the DQ assessment of jets identified as containing
b-hadrons. In the case of the trigger group, DQ assessment responsibilities are divided internally
among several combined performance subgroups. Each of these is responsible for monitoring trig-
gers that select specific physics objects or event-level quantities. The internal structure of the trigger
group is similar to that of the central combined performance monitoring groups. The trigger and
detector subsystems have dedicated shifters performing online monitoring in the ATLAS control
room, in addition to the central online DQ shifter. For example, the ID shifter, responsible for
monitoring the ID subsystems, has experience with the ID-specific hardware and software, and can
provide more expert input should an issue arise. In the case of such an issue, all trigger and detector
subsystems have dedicated on-call experts available to aid the control room shifters. Online moni-
toring of combined performance objects is, for the most part, performed by the online DQ shifter.
There are exceptions to this. For example, owing to the large overlap between muon subsystem
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and muon reconstruction monitoring, the online muon shifter is responsible for the surveillance of
muon object performance in addition to detector monitoring.
4 Data quality monitoring and assessment
The final product resulting from the DQ monitoring and assessment of ATLAS data is the so-called
Good Runs List (GRL), a set of XML [34] files that contain the list of LBs that are certified for
use in physics analyses for given runs taken over a given time period. These files are used to filter
out data compromised by anomalous conditions, and are fully integrated into the analysis tools
used by the ATLAS Collaboration. The integrated luminosity of a physics dataset, the so-called
“good for physics” integrated luminosity, is calculated from the LBs that are included in these
files. A GRL is created by querying the DQ status of the data at any given time using the ATLAS
defect database [35]. The mechanism for recording this information in the database is described in
section 4.1, and the procedures followed to assess theDQ status of the data are detailed in section 4.3.
4.1 Data quality defects
Data quality conditions are recorded by the setting of defects in the defect database, a subcomponent
of the conditions database. A defect is set to denote an IOV (at LB-level granularity) where detector
conditions are not nominal. It does not necessarily follow that data need be rejected as a consequence
of a defect having been set. Although serious defects will result in data loss, a defect can also be
set as an issue-tracking measure to ease data review in the future. Defects are stored in versioned
COOL tags. The versioning mechanism both ensures the reproducibility of results and provides
flexibility for defects to evolve over time. The latter can happen as DQ-related issues are addressed
or the understanding of a detector problem is improved.
There are two different types of versioned defects. The primary defects are usually set manually
by DQ and subsystem experts as a consequence of the assessment procedures that are described
in section 4.3. In some cases, primary defects are uploaded automatically, based on information
from the DCS, for example. Primary defects are either present or absent for a given IOV, with the
default state being absent unless the defect is uploaded during the DQ review. These primary defect
values are associated with a specific iteration of the data processing, such that they are linked to a
time period with uniform conditions. The virtual defects define the logic that is used to determine
whether or not the presence of a primary defect can be tolerated, or if it is necessary to reject
data from analysis as a consequence of that defect having been set. Virtual defects are defined by
a logical combination of primary defects or other virtual defects. In contrast to primary defects,
virtual defects are not stored in the database, but are computed upon access. The virtual defect
definitions tend to evolve more slowly than the values of the primary defects. For example, all LAr
calorimeter system defects that are serious enough to warrant the rejection of data from physics use
are used to define a single LAr calorimeter virtual defect. If any one of these serious LAr defects
is set for a given IOV, the corresponding LAr virtual defect is also set by definition, as detailed in
ref. [35]. In this way the virtual defect contains the information referencing which primary defects
describe conditions where the corresponding data should not be used. This simplifies the process
of querying the defect database when creating a GRL.
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For automatic defect assignments, data from the DCS archive are used as input to a DCS defect
calculator program, which interprets DCS information to assign defects that indicate suboptimal
status of the detector hardware. For example, the values of the ATLAS solenoid and toroid magnet
currents are continuously sampled and stored in the DCS archive. Should these currents be below a
nominal threshold a primary defect is automatically uploaded to the defect database by the DCS de-
fect calculator to indicate that themagnets are not at nominalmagnetic field. The corresponding IOV
for which this defect is present denotes the period of time for which the magnet currents are found to
be below threshold. Similar checks exist for the detector subsystems, such as the ID and MS, which
ramp up only after the LHC has declared stable beam conditions. In order to establish whether, for
example, the RPC subsystem has reached nominal HV status and is therefore ready for physics data,
the number of RPC HV channels that have reached the desired voltage is monitored by the DCS cal-
culator, using information from the DCS archive. Once this number exceeds a predefined threshold
the HV ramp up can be deemed “complete” for the RPC subsystem. Until then, from the point at
which the LHCdeclares stable beams, theDCS calculatorwill automatically set a defect to document
that data collected during this time period have been taken while the RPCs were still ramping up.
In general, a single primary defect is defined so as to be applicable to a given type of issue that
can occur during data-taking. In the case of the RPC subsystem example above, a specific defect
exists to document that the RPC system is still in the process of ramping up to become ready for data-
taking. The meaning of the defect and the class of situations to which it is applicable is documented
in the defect database for each defect by way of a description field. Metadata accompany each entry
made to the defect database. This includes an entry timestamp, the identification of the person or pro-
cess that uploaded the defect itself, and a comment input by the uploader to add auxiliary information
as to the particular issue or occurrence that necessitates the defect upload. In Run 2 there were a total
of ∼450 different primary defects defined that could be used to track DQ issues with ATLAS data.
4.2 Online data quality monitoring
Data qualitymonitoring begins in real time in theATLAScontrol room. Online shifters on duty serve
as a first line of defence to identify serious detector-related issues. Should an issue occur that requires
an intervention during data-taking it is important that it is identified quickly to minimise data loss.
Monitoring information stored in the IS can be retrieved to allow DQ monitoring at various
levels of the ATLAS data-flow. The subset of Express stream data reconstructed online is quickly
made available to the online shifters via the display tools described in section 3. The DQMF tests
performed on the reconstruction output can include compatibility checks between the observed
distributions from the monitoring data and so-called reference histograms, which are corresponding
monitoring histograms taken from a past run that is both free of DQ issues and taken with similar
machine operating conditions. Other tests might involve checks on the number of bins in a histogram
above a predefined threshold, or checks on the gradient of a distribution. For example, histograms
that monitor read-out errors should always be empty under “ideal” conditions. If a bin in such a
histogram has a non-zero number of entries, a flag would be raised to alert the shifter to the problem.
Online event reconstruction also allows control room DQ shifters to monitor reconstructed physics
objects, such as electrons or ID tracks, permitting real-time monitoring of combined performance
in addition to detector status. For example, if the hit occupancy per unit area in the Pixel, SCT
and TRT subsystems is uniform, but a hole or “cold spot” is visible in histograms that monitor
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track occupancy, this could point to a localised calibration issue that may be difficult to spot
using individual subsystem monitoring alone. The DQMF takes the results of tests on individual
histograms and propagates them upwards through a tree, resulting in a set of top-level status flags,
which can be viewed on the DQMD, that alert shifters to potential problems in various subdetectors.
Monitoring histograms are updated to include additional data every few minutes as newly available
data are reconstructed. In this way, online monitoring allows hardware- or software-related issues
to be caught in real time and rectified so as to minimise the impact on collected data.
4.3 Data quality assessment
Daily notification emails are distributed to offline data quality shifters, containing information about
the current processing status of recent ATLAS runs. This includes details of which runs are ready
for DQ assessment. The subsequent two-stage assessment workflow follows that introduced in
section 3 and illustrated in figure 2.
Once a run has come to an end and the prompt reconstruction of the Express and calibration
streams is complete, the offline DQ assessment begins. The DQMF extracts information from the
reconstruction monitoring output in the form of status flags or numerical results. These monitoring
and reference histograms, as well as the results from the DQMF, are transferred to the offline
DQ server, a virtual machine upon which all subsequent offline DQ operational and assessment
procedures take place.
Once on the DQ server, the results of the DQMF checks are displayed — including the output
histograms on which the DQMF algorithms are run — on dedicated, centrally provided web pages
that can be accessed outside of the CERN network. The web pages are used by detector system,
trigger, and combined performance experts to access monitoring information. Experts can navigate
the web pages to view the monitoring histograms for their respective area. In cases where status
flags have been assigned as a consequence of the data quality checks performed by the DQMF, these
are shown alongside the various histograms. These flags operate under a traffic-light system, with
red indicating a potential issue, yellow proposing a manual review of the distribution in question,
and green signalling that the respective automatic checks were passed. Where relevant, the data of
the monitored run are overlaid with data from the assigned reference run. There is also a mechanism
to allow experts to view the same monitoring output from different runs side by side for further
comparisons or for investigative purposes. Comparing the data with reference distributions forms
an important part of the validation.
Data quality checks on the Express stream data allow for early scrutiny of a subset of the data
collected during a given run, making it possible to act to correct DQ issues that might be mitigated
during data reconstruction. Should this be the case, by updating calibration constants for example,
changes to the conditions can be implemented prior to the physics streams being processed. This
constitutes the first update to the conditions database, as illustrated in figure 2. At this stage,
conditions updates ensure that data can still be cleaned, or rejected, at a granularity far finer than a
luminosity block.
Detector experts use the calibration streams to verify the conditions for detector subsystems,
updating calibration constants and detector alignment information in the conditions database as
necessary. The SCTNoise calibration stream contains only events in bunch crossings where the
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bunches are not filled with protons (so-called empty bunch crossings). Negligible collision activity
is expected in these bunch crossings. Data from this stream are used to identify noisy SCT strips.
Having been identified in this stream, which contains a noise-dominated data sample, these strips can
then bemasked in the software to prevent noise in the SCT system frombiasing track reconstruction.8
Events in the CosmicCalo stream are selected on the basis of low-threshold calorimeter activity
occurring in empty bunch crossings, providing a sample enriched with electronic noise from the
calorimeter [31]. These data are used alongside dedicated calorimeter calibration streams9 to
identify noisy channels that must be masked in reconstruction,10 and to diagnose bursts of noise
originating in the calorimeter that must be rejected from physics analyses in a procedure detailed in
ref. [31]. In the latter case, the timestamp at which the burst occurs is identified and all data collected
within a window of O(ms) surrounding that timestamp is marked as being within a noise burst IOV.
By uploading these time windows to the conditions database, the corresponding data can be marked
during the imminent reconstruction of the physics streams so that they can be rejected in physics
analyses. This same procedure is used in order to reject small time windows where data from the
LAr system are corrupted. To account for the impact of rejecting these small time windows from the
dataset, these IOVs are removed when calculating the total “good for physics” integrated luminosity
of the corresponding dataset. The data rejected during these time windows are consequently
accounted for in the total DQ inefficiency. Approximately 69 pb−1 of data were rejected from the
standard
√
s = 13 TeV dataset as a consequence of rejecting time windows over the course of Run 2.
The conditions to be updated during this first-pass assessment of the offline-reconstructed data
also include constants pertaining to the alignment of the ID subsystems [33],11 and the precise
determination of the “beam spot” location [32], the luminosity-weighted centroid of which defines
the average collision point. The LAr, SCT, beam spot, and alignment folders in the conditions
database must be updated with the relevant information before the bulk reconstruction of all physics
streams is launched.
This process of database updates and primary DQ review is known as the calibration loop.
The calibration loop typically lasts ∼48 hours from the point at which the first-pass data processing
begins, although this can be further shortened to 24 hours during busy periods. In exceptional cases
the calibration loop can be delayed at the request of detector subsystem experts, effectively putting
full reconstruction on hold until the issue prompting the delay is resolved. Such situations are
rare, but can arise due to problematic database uploads, excessive detector noise requiring further
investigation, or reconstruction failures.
8The masking of an SCT strip results in the strip being ignored in the track reconstruction.
9The LArCellsEmpty stream contains “partially built” events from empty bunch-crossings, where only the LAr cells
associated with a high-energy deposit are stored. This results in a reduced event size, permitting both the use of lower
energy thresholds for the events to be recorded and larger samples to be stored. The LArNoiseBurst stream contains noise
burst candidate events, which are identified (and their timestamps marked) at the HLT-level. This early identification,
a significant improvement relative to pre-2015 operations, facilitates noise burst rejection during these first DQ checks,
yielding a cleaner sample in which to study and identify noisy channels.
10The masking of a LAr channel results in the energy deposited in that channel being ignored, with the corresponding
cell energy instead being estimated from the average energy of the eight neighbouring channels within the same
calorimeter layer.
11The dedicated IDTracks stream is used to obtain a precise determination of the positions of the sensitive ID elements
and their geometrical distortions relative to the ideal or designed geometry.
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Once the database conditions are up to date and the calibration loop delay expires, processing
of the physics streams is launched, taking into account these updated conditions. The reconstructed
dataset is usually available after 24–48 hrs, at which stage a final DQ assessment is performed on the
full data statistics. Detector system and combined performance experts scrutinise the monitoring
output once more, either using the dedicated web-page displays or running stand-alone algorithms
directly on the monitoring output. At this stage it is important not only to validate the quality of
the full dataset, but also to ensure that conditions updates during the calibration loop have been
applied successfully. For example, figure 3 shows the transverse-plane distance of closest approach
of charged-particle tracks to the beamline (the transverse impact parameter, d0) versus φ before
and after the beam-spot determination during the calibration loop. Following the calibration loop,
where updated beam-spot conditions are applied, the distribution should be flat, as illustrated in the
right panel of figure 3.
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Figure 3. Transverse impact parameter d0 versus φ for charged-particle tracks. Left: for the first processing
of the Express stream, the beam-spot location is not yet known accurately and d0 is calculated relative to
the beam-spot position as determined online. Right: a correctly determined beam spot results in a flat
distribution after the application of updated conditions during the calibration loop, since here d0 is calculated
relative to the reconstructed beam spot.
With the full reconstruction complete, any remaining issues that act to the detriment of the DQ
at this stage, such as residual noise or non-negligible losses in coverage, are documented by assigning
an appropriate defect to the affected IOV, at luminosity block granularity, in the defect database.
A second update to the conditions database is possible at this stage to provide more complete
rejection of LAr noise, for example. This further update to the conditions would only be applied
should the data be subject to a reprocessing, i.e. rerunning the reconstruction procedure with an up-
dated configuration. For the LAr noise example, a conditions update may facilitate a more thorough
cleaning of LAr noise using finer-granularity timewindows. In such a case, previously set LAr noise
primary defectsmay be removed from the corresponding LBs as a consequence of this more granular
cleaning. This is an example of a primary defect evolvingwith a new iteration of the data processing.
The implication here is that data reprocessing campaigns can result in improved DQ efficiency for
a given dataset. Reprocessing campaigns can take place as needed, but large-scale reprocessings
will generally occur once a year at most to incorporate final conditions and any important software
improvements. This brings the reconstruction configuration for a large dataset collected over a long
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period of time into alignment. By this stage the data will have been distributed to Tier 1 sites, as
indicated on the far right of figure 2, and so further data reprocessings do not take place at the
Tier 0 computing facility.12 Any time that the data are reprocessed the DQ validation procedure is
repeated to rule out the presence of any insidious effects resulting from the updated conditions or
reconstruction software. Both the output histograms and the results from DQMF are archived for
future reference, as is the case for every data processing iteration. This information, used for the DQ
web pages through which a large portion of the offline DQ assessment is performed, is stored in a
ROOT [36] file format. These files, for data taken in 2015–2018, including the first-pass processing,
bulk data processing, and bulk data reprocessing campaigns, amount to a total of approximately
10 TB of data. During a single processing of the main physics stream for a single ATLAS run
O(100k)monitoring histograms are produced. While it is important that monitoring information is
available in order to quickly study DQ issues, the number of histograms and their respective gran-
ularities are constantly reviewed to minimise the impact on processing time and storage resources.
An overview of the DQ monitoring groups and their organisation, introduced in section 3, is
given in table 2. Offline DQ assessment typically involves at least one offline shifter and one longer-
term expert per subsystem or combined performance area. As shown in table 2, in some cases
the complexity of the assessment procedure requires larger teams. For example, the trigger DQ
assessment requires input from several physics signature experts; and the nature and multiplicity of
the LAr calibration loop updates requires that the work be shared between two shifters. In addition
to the calibration loop updates already discussed, both the pixel and TRT subsystems must update
the database with information about any newly disabled pixel modules or TRT straws, such that
no activity should be expected in these regions during reconstruction. Conditions updates from
other subsystems are also possible during the calibration loop, although they do not form part of
the routine DQ workflow carried out for every ATLAS physics run. Subsystem and trigger DQ
experts and shifters frequently interact with the ATLAS experiment operations teams. This ensures
efficient communication of matters that may influence decisions related to DQ. Usually it is the DQ
experts who take responsibility for uploading defects to the defect database, based on the initial DQ
assessment carried out by the offlineDQ shifters. While some subsystemsmake use of the automatic
defect upload facility (by using the DCS calculator for example), combined performance groups do
not. The only exception to this is for beam-spotmonitoring; in caseswhere an accurate determination
of the beam-spot position has not been possible, the corresponding IOV is automatically marked to
flag this. Otherwise, automatic defects primarily mark data affected by detector hardware problems,
or periods of time during which a particular detector element is not operational.
The full data validation procedure is overseen by ATLAS data quality and data preparation
coordination, with formal sign-off of the data taking place on a weekly basis during dedicated
meetings. The validation of the full dataset involves the collaboration of detector, trigger, and
physics object reconstruction and performance experts. Typically, new runs can be fully validated
1–2 weeks after having been delivered by the LHC.
12Though data reprocessings are nominally performed at Tier 1 sites to ensure that Tier 0 resources are available for
prompt data reconstruction, the Tier 0 can be seamlessly included as an additional ATLAS WLCG site when it is not
otherwise in use.
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Table 2. Summary of the data quality groups involved in the continuous review and sign-off of ATLAS data.
Included are details pertaining to the nominal shift crew responsible for DQ assessment in each area. If a
dedicated online shifter is responsible for the online monitoring of a system in addition to the online DQ
shifter, this is indicated under the “dedicated control room shifter” column. Should a subsystem or group be
responsible for routinely updating DQ-related conditions during the calibration loop, this is indicated under
“conditions updates”, with the corresponding streams monitored for DQ purposes during the calibration loop
listed in the neighbouring column. If any of the defects under the responsibility of a given group are uploaded
automatically this is indicated in the last column.
Group/Subsystem Dedicated Control Offline DQ Conditions Updates Calibration Loop Automatic Defect
Room Shifter Shifters & Experts (calibration loop) Streams Assignment
Pixel
ID shifter
1 shifter
Disabled module masks Express Yes
1 expert
SCT
1 shifter
Noisy strip masks
SCTNoise
Yes
1 expert Express
TRT
1 shifter
Dead straws Express No
2 experts
LAr
Calorimeter shifter
2 shifters Noisy channel masks LArCellsEmpty
No
2 experts Noise burst rejection LArNoiseBurst
Data corruption CosmicCalo
Express
Tile
1 shifter − Express Yes
1 expert
L1
Trigger shifter
1 shifter − Express No
1 expert
HLT
1 shifter − Express Yes
5 experts
b-tagging − 1 shifter − Express No
2 experts
Calorimeter objects − 1 shifter − Express No
5 experts
ID Global −
1 shifter ID alignment IDTracks
Yes2 experts Beam-spot position BeamSpot
Express
Muons
Muon shifter
1 shifter − Express Yes
(subsystem & performance) 1 expert
Luminosity − 1 shifter − Express Yes
1 expert
Once a given portion of runs have completed DQ validation (for example, at the close of a
data-taking period)13 a new GRL can be generated and propagated to physics analysis groups so
that they can select appropriate data for analysis. The GRL is generated by querying the defect
database for a selection of runs and LBs that satisfy predefined “good for physics” conditions.
The “good for physics” definition is itself contained in a virtual defect, and so the criteria used
to determine whether data enter a GRL are documented in versioned COOL tags. Safety defects
13Runs are grouped together into periods during which data-taking conditions are considered to be uniform.
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exist to ensure that runs that have not been validated do not enter the GRL. For example, each run
initially has a so-called NOTCONSIDERED14 defect assigned for all LBs until it is released to DQ
experts for assessment. For each run taken outside normal data-taking periods, where the data are
not meant for physics use in analyses, the NOTCONSIDERED defect remains in place such that it is
not propagated to DQ experts. Furthermore, each detector system and physics object group that
scrutinises the data in the procedure described in this section must manually remove a so-called
UNCHECKED defect from the database for each run once their validation is completed. A GRL cannot
be generated while an UNCHECKED defect remains present for any of the data being considered.
There are cases where special GRLs are made available to analysers, where the standard “good
for physics” definition may not be suitable, or a significant fraction of the recorded data is rejected
owing to a defect that can be tolerated by a specific analysis. For example, physics analyses that
do not rely on muon identification may be able to use data taken during periods where the ATLAS
toroids were not operational. In such a case a special GRL can be made that includes data that
would otherwise be rejected owing to magnet defects.
5 Data quality performance
Detector-, trigger-, reconstruction-, or processing-related problems that result in data being rejected
on the grounds of DQ are accounted for in the DQ efficiency. The DQ efficiency is calculated
relative to recorded, rather than delivered, integrated luminosity. In some cases, detector-related
processes or problems result in data not being recorded for physics by ATLAS in the first place.
This includes data taken during the so-called “warm start” that the tracking detectors undergo once
the LHC declares “stable beams”, which involves ramping up the high voltage and turning on the
preamplifiers for the pixel system. The inefficiency due to the time it takes for the pixel preamplifiers
to turn on is included in the ATLAS data-taking efficiency. This is defined as the fraction of data
delivered by the LHC recorded by ATLAS, regardless of the quality of the data. Should remaining
detector subsystems still be undergoing high-voltage ramp up after the warm start is complete, the
inefficiency due to this is accounted for in the DQ efficiency.
The data quality efficiency is presented in terms of a luminosity-weighted fraction of good
quality data recorded during stable beam periods. Only periods during which the recorded data
were intended to be used for physics analysis are considered for the DQ efficiency. In particular,
this excludes machine commissioning periods, special runs for detector calibration, LHC fills with
a low number of circulating bunches or bunch spacing greater than 25 ns, and periods before beams
were separated to achieve low-µ conditions for low-µ runs.15 The defect database framework allows
defects to be associated with a given detector subsystem, reconstruction algorithm, or operating
condition. DQ defects can be associated with physics objects as well, but in these cases there is
generally some underlying detector-level cause behind the issue. It is therefore possible to express
the DQ efficiency during Run 2 data-taking in the context of each detector subsystem, and to present
an overall DQ efficiency for ATLAS during Run 2.
14Data marked with a NOTCONSIDERED defect would not be permissible in physics analyses.
15In order to achieve low-µ conditions the LHC begins colliding the beams head-on, before slowly separating them in
the transverse plane to reduce the average number of interactions per bunch crossing.
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The luminosity-weighted fraction of good quality data delivered during stable beam periods for
2015, 2016, 2017, and 2018 is presented in tables 3, 4, 5, and 6, respectively. Since the presented
efficiencies are weighted according to integrated luminosity the efficiency is dominated by periods
of standard pp data-taking at
√
s = 13 TeV. The DQ efficiencies for data-taking campaigns using
other machine configurations, as detailed in table 1 (including µ = 2 pp data taken at
√
s = 13 TeV),
are displayed separately in these tables. The total DQ efficiency improved over the course of Run
2, with 88.8% in 2015, 93.1% in 2016, 95.7% in 2017 and 97.5% in 2018, for the (dominant)
standard
√
s = 13 TeV pp data-taking campaigns of each year. Combining these efficiencies results
in a total data quality efficiency of 95.6% for the standard Run 2
√
s = 13 TeV pp dataset, with
a corresponding 139 fb−1 of data certified as being good for physics analysis. The DQ-related
inefficiencies per subsystem corresponding to this dataset are illustrated in figure 4 and presented
in table 7, and the cumulative “good for physics” integrated luminosity versus month in a year is
shown alongside the corresponding delivered and recorded integrated luminosities in the top panel
of figure 5. The evolution of the DQ efficiency as a function of collected integrated luminosity is
illustrated in the bottom panel of figure 5, where the more significant DQ-loss incidents can be seen
as sharp drops in the cumulative DQ efficiency. For example, the sharp decline from ∼98% to 94%
around the 10 fb−1 mark in 2017 is due to three runs where the ATLAS toroids were not operational.
Periods duringwhich the toroids are not in operation are typically not used for physics analysis,16
although these data are useful for alignment of the muon system, making these periods profitable
despite the associated inefficiency indicated in table 7. These data can also be used for other
detector-related studies or for calibration purposes, and in these cases the subsystem in question
often switches into a non-standard data-taking configuration to facilitate online tests. The DQ
efficiency for the subsystem in question is not impacted as a result of being in a non-standard
configuration in these cases, since these periods occur in the “shadow” of a magnet issue and hence
are accounted for in the inefficiency quoted for the toroids and/or solenoid. The same accounting
principle is applied in cases where a specific detector subsystem is switched off, for example.
Should other subsystems take advantage of this to perform studies specific to their subsystem, the
corresponding DQ inefficiency is assigned only to the subsystem that is off.
The detector subsystems, the L1 trigger, and the HLT achieved excellent DQ efficiencies during
Run 2. While there typically exist known sources of low-level DQ-related data loss at the subsystem
or trigger level throughout Run 2 data-taking, often the largest contributions to the DQ inefficiency
come from one-off incidents. In the case of low-level recurring issues, improved understanding and
continuous infrastructure development can mitigate the impact of these sources of DQ losses over
time. For single incidents that result in more-significant DQ losses, lessons must be learned and
countermeasures put in place to minimise the risk of similar incidents occurring again. The main
sources of DQ-related losses per subsystem are discussed in the following.
The pixel detector began operation in 2015 with the newly installed IBL. During 2015 data-
taking, instabilities were observed from the CO2 cooling required for IBL operation. In order to
correct the issue it was necessary to take data with the IBL powered off so that the cooling parameters
could be optimised. The 0.2 fb−1 of data rejected during this time as a consequence of operating
without the IBL constitutes a DQ inefficiency of 6%, making up the largest single contribution
16There is an exception to this for analyses that do not rely on muon reconstruction [37–39].
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Table 3. Luminosity-weighted relative detector uptime and good data quality efficiencies (in %) during
stable beams pp collision physics runs at
√
s = 13 TeV and 5.02 TeV between July and November 2015.
Also shown are 0.49 nb−1 of Pb-Pb collision data collected at √sNN = 5.02 TeV between November and
December 2015.
2015 Data Quality Efficiency [%]
Dataset
Inner Tracker Calorimeters Muon Spectrometer Magnets Trigger
Pixel SCT TRT LAr Tile MDT RPC CSC TGC Solenoid Toroid L1 HLT
pp@ 13 TeV (50 ns) 99.84 99.63 95.28 98.53 100 95.28 100 100 99.70 100 95.87 100 99.94
pp@ 13 TeV 93.84 99.77 98.29 99.54 100 100 99.96 100 99.97 100 97.79 99.97 99.76
pp@ 5.02 TeV 100 100 100 100 100 100 99.96 100 99.94 100 100 99.24 100
Pb-Pb @ 5.02 TeV 100 100 99.64 97.57 100 99.80 99.98 99.90 99.89 100 100 100 100
Data Quality Efficiency [%] Integrated Luminosity
pp@ 13 TeV (50 ns)
Good for Physics
88.77 83.9 pb−1
pp@ 13 TeV 88.79 3.22 fb−1
pp@ 5.02 TeV 99.14 25.3 pb−1
Pb-Pb @ 5.02 TeV 96.76 0.49 nb−1
Table 4. Luminosity-weighted relative detector uptime and good data quality efficiencies (in %) during stable
beams in pp collision physics runs at
√
s = 13 TeV between April and October 2016. Also shown is 165 nb−1
of p-Pb collision data collected at √sNN = 5.02 and 8.16 TeV between November and December 2016.
2016 Data Quality Efficiency [%]
Dataset
Inner Tracker Calorimeters Muon Spectrometer Magnets Trigger
Pixel SCT TRT LAr Tile MDT RPC CSC TGC Solenoid Toroid L1 HLT
pp@ 13 TeV 98.98 99.89 99.74 99.32 99.31 99.95 99.80 100 99.96 99.15 97.23 98.33 100
p-Pb @ 8.16 TeV 99.92 100 100 100 99.99 100 99.94 100 100 100 100 100 100
p-Pb @ 5.02 TeV 100 99.96 100 100 100 100 99.96 100 99.95 100 100 100 90.44
Data Quality Efficiency [%] Integrated Luminosity
pp@ 13 TeV
Good for Physics
93.07 33.0 fb−1
p-Pb @ 8.16 TeV 98.35 165 nb−1
p-Pb @ 5.02 TeV 82.93 0.36 nb−1
to the DQ inefficiency for 2015 (see table 3). Desynchronisation of data read-out from the pixel
detector was a constant source of DQ-related losses in 2015–2017, but the situation improved over
the course of data-taking as a result of continuous firmware and software development, and the
replacement of the read-out hardware.
Problems related to read-out in the SCT resulted in DQ inefficiencies at the sub-percent level
during 2015. Improvements in the read-out firmware at the end of 2015 resolved this issue, with
SCT read-out problems having negligible impact on DQ in the subsequent years. The largest DQ-
related loss for the SCT occurred as a result of a one-time online-software problem during 2018,
with ∼130 pb−1 of √s = 13 TeV pp data affected. The software problem caused an immediate halt
to SCT clustering, preventing the reconstruction of ID tracks. Online shifters in the control room
identified the absence of tracks using the DQmonitoring displays, but it took two hours to locate the
issue and apply a correction to the relevant software. Following the software fix, new monitoring
histograms were added to the online monitoring displays to make it easier to quickly identify SCT
issues specific to clustering and track reconstruction.
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Table 5. Luminosity-weighted relative detector uptime and good data quality efficiencies (in %) during
stable beams in pp collision physics runs at
√
s = 13 TeV between June and November 2017, including 147
pb−1 of good pp data taken at an average pile-up of µ = 2. Online luminosity errors, which are not displayed
separately in this table, contribute 0.48% to the total
√
s = 13 TeV pp DQ inefficiency. Also shown are
257 pb−1 of good pp data taken at
√
s = 5.02 TeV in November and 1.96 nb−1 of Xe-Xe collision data taken
at √sNN = 5.44 TeV in October.
2017 Data Quality Efficiency [%]
Dataset
Inner Tracker Calorimeters Muon Spectrometer Magnets Trigger
Pixel SCT TRT LAr Tile MDT RPC CSC TGC Solenoid Toroid L1 HLT
pp@ 13 TeV 99.97 99.94 99.32 99.48 99.41 99.90 99.24 99.89 99.98 100 99.17 99.95 99.96
Xe-Xe @ 5.44 TeV 100 100 100 99.98 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
pp@ 5.02 TeV 100 99.73 100 99.96 99.99 95.42 99.98 100 99.99 100 100 100 100
pp@ 13 TeV (µ = 2) 100 100 100 100 100 99.49 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Data Quality Efficiency [%] Integrated Luminosity
pp@ 13 TeV
Good for Physics
95.67 44.39 fb−1
Xe-Xe @ 5.44 TeV 99.98 1.96 nb−1
pp@ 5.02 TeV 95.20 257 pb−1
pp@ 13 TeV (µ = 2) 99.28 147 pb−1
Table 6. Luminosity-weighted relative detector uptime and good data quality efficiencies (in %) during
stable beams in pp collision physics runs at
√
s = 13 TeV between April and October 2018, including 193
pb−1 of good data taken at an average pile-up of µ = 2. Dedicated luminosity calibration activities during
LHC fills used 0.64% of the recorded data (including ∼4% of the µ = 2 dataset) and are included in the
inefficiency. Also shown are 1.44 nb−1 of good Pb-Pb collision data taken at √sNN = 5.02 TeV between
November and December.
2018 Data Quality Efficiency [%]
Dataset
Inner Tracker Calorimeters Muon Spectrometer Magnets Trigger
Pixel SCT TRT LAr Tile MDT RPC CSC TGC Solenoid Toroid L1 HLT
pp@ 13 TeV 99.78 99.77 100 99.67 100 99.80 99.72 99.98 99.98 100 99.58 99.99 99.99
pp@ 13 TeV (µ = 2) 100 100 100 100 100 99.07 99.94 100 99.98 100 100 98.03 100
Pb-Pb @ 5.02 TeV 100 100 100 99.99 100 100 100 100 99.98 100 83.25 99.97 100
Data Quality Efficiency [%] Integrated Luminosity
pp@ 13 TeV
Good for Physics
97.46 58.5 fb−1
pp@ 13 TeV (µ = 2) 92.86 193 pb−1
Pb-Pb @ 5.02 TeV 82.54 1.44 nb−1
The lowest DQ efficiency quoted for the TRT subsystem during Run 2 is shown in table 3 for the
2015 standard
√
s = 13TeV pp dataset, at 98.3%. At 1.4%, most of this inefficiency is due to a single
event during November 2015, where a problematic database update resulted in incorrect latency
settings for the TRT being loaded into the online database. Online monitoring histograms showing
the number of TRT hits per track in the control room clearly conveyed that there was a TRT issue,
with the shapes of the observed distributions differing significantly from the reference histograms.
Following expert intervention the issuewas resolved, with 50 pb−1 of data having been lost. Database
update protocols for the TRT subsystem were improved as a consequence of this incident.
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Table 7. Luminosity-weighted relative detector uptime and good data quality efficiencies (in %) during
stable beams in standard 25 ns pp collision physics runs at
√
s = 13 TeV between July 2015 and October
2018. Dedicated luminosity calibration activities during LHC fills used 0.64% of the data recorded during
2018, and are included in the inefficiency. Online luminosity errors, which are not displayed separately in
this table, are also included and contribute 0.15% to the total Run 2 DQ inefficiency.
Run 2 Data Quality Efficiency [%]
Dataset
Inner Tracker Calorimeters Muon Spectrometer Magnets Trigger
Pixel SCT TRT LAr Tile MDT RPC CSC TGC Solenoid Toroid L1 HLT
Standard pp@ 13 TeV 99.50 99.85 99.68 99.52 99.65 99.83 99.60 99.96 99.98 99.79 98.84 99.57 99.94
Data Quality Efficiency [%] Integrated Luminosity
Standard pp@ 13 TeV Good for Physics 95.60 139.04 fb−1
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4
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Figure 4. Luminosity-weighted data quality inefficiencies (in%) during stable beams in standard pp collision
physics runs at
√
s = 13 TeV between 2015 and 2018.
High-voltage trips were the major source of DQ losses for the LAr calorimeter system during
2015, contributing 0.2% to the total 0.5%DQ inefficiency quoted for the LAr system during standard√
s = 13 TeV pp data-taking in 2015. The subsequent replacement of problematic modules with
more-robust current control modules at the end of 2015 reduced the impact of HV trips from 2016
onwards by over 90%. The largest DQ-related loss for both the LAr and Tile calorimeter subsystems
during 2016 resulted from the same incident, described in the following. For a single run in 2016, a
misconfiguration in the online database resulted in calorimeter cell noise thresholds being too low.
This resulted in problems for the trigger, with too many clusters being created from the calorimeter,
overloading the HLT computing farm. Following intervention by software experts, the situation
was resolved but, in the meantime, emergency measures had to be put into effect by the trigger,
making the data collected effectively unusable for physics analyses. In total, ∼140 pb−1 of pp data
were rejected as a result of this issue, contributing 0.4% to both the total 0.7% LAr inefficiency
and the total 0.7% Tile inefficiency during standard
√
s = 13 TeV pp data-taking quoted for 2016
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Figure 5. Top: cumulative integrated luminosity delivered to and recorded by ATLAS between 2015 and
2018 during stable beam pp collision data-taking at
√
s = 13 TeV. This includes machine commissioning
periods, special runs for detector calibration, and LHC fills with a low number of circulating bunches or
bunch spacing greater than 25 ns. Also shown is the cumulative integrated luminosity certified for physics
analysis usage for the ATLAS experiment between 2015 and 2018 during standard pp collision data-taking
at
√
s = 13 TeV. The total integrated luminosity recorded for the standard
√
s = 13 TeV pp collision dataset
corresponds to 145 fb−1. It is this number that is used in the denominator when calculating the data quality
efficiency of the standard
√
s = 13 TeV pp collision dataset. Bottom: cumulative data quality efficiency
versus total integrated luminosity delivered to the ATLAS experiment between 2015 and 2018.
in table 4. As a result of this incident, software was introduced to allow trigger experts to run tests
after an update is made to the online database to validate the database configuration prior to the start
of a new run. In addition, calorimeter cluster occupancy monitoring was improved, with dedicated
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histograms being introduced at the central DQ desk in the control room to be monitored by the DQ
shifter. Hardware issues resulting in an intolerable loss of detector coverage also affected both the
LAr and Tile calorimeter subsystems during 2017. At the end of August, ∼120 pb−1 of data were lost
when a water leak resulted in a power supply trip, disabling a quarter of the LAr barrel calorimeter.
A hardware issue also resulted in half of the Tile barrel being disabled, with a subsequent data loss
of 265 pb−1 of
√
s = 13 TeV pp collision data. Following this incident the affected hardware was
inspected and, where necessary, replaced, to avoid future occurrences of similar problems.
The muon system operated with excellent DQ performance during Run 2, with a DQ efficiency
consistently at or above 99.8%. An exception to this was observed in 2017 for the RPC system,
where a hardware problem resulted in an unacceptable coverage loss on both sides of the detector.
The extent of the loss in coverage is shown in figure 6, where the absence of hits being recorded in
individual RPC sectors indicates the problem. The issue was identified in real time in the control
room due to DCS alarms indicating that the RPC currents were not as expected, and a hardware
intervention was necessary to replace a problematic HV crate. Given the impact of this loss in
coverage for muon reconstruction, as shown in the bottom panel of figure 6, this single event caused
the rejection of ∼500 pb−1 of pp collision data, resulting in a lower than usual DQ efficiency of
99.2% for the RPC subsystem in 2017.
The L1 andHLT trigger systems generally rely on information provided by detector subsystems,
and therefore most trigger-related DQ issues can be traced to a detector problem further upstream.
The trigger operated throughout Run 2 with very little DQ-related loss, as indicated in table 7. Dur-
ing 2016, however, an L1 trigger hardware issue resulted in amis-timing ofmuon and jet triggers over
the course of four runs, affecting∼590 pb−1 of pp collision data. The resulting drop in DQ efficiency
can be seen in figure 5 as a sharp drop in the 2016 DQ efficiency at ∼12 fb−1. This is reflected in the
L1 DQ efficiency of 98.3% for the
√
s = 13 TeV pp collision dataset in 2016, as shown in table 4.
Data taken during emittance scans are used for luminosity calibration purposes, but the non-
standard vdM-like configuration is unsuitable for standard physics analyses. These data must
therefore be rejected from physics analysis GRLs. Dedicated emittance scans for luminosity
calibration taken during standard data-taking runs accounted for 0.64% of the total DQ inefficiency
during 2018.
The beginning of Run 2 data-taking during 2015 involved commissioning new detector hard-
ware such as the IBL, and required the careful monitoring of all ATLAS subsystems to understand
any constraints or potential issues connected with operating under the more challenging machine
conditions of Run 2. A high DQ efficiency was achieved as a consequence of continuous detector
maintenance, software development and monitoring of DQ performance over the course of Run 2.
As the underlying sources of DQ losses were identified and addressed, actions were taken to reduce
the probability of subsequent occurrences. By learning from DQ-related issues in this way the
overall ATLAS DQ efficiency during standard
√
s = 13 TeV pp data-taking steadily increased from
88.8% to 97.5% between 2015 and 2018. This increase can be seen in the bottom panel of figure 5.
6 Summary
The ATLAS data quality operating scheme and assessment procedures as performed during LHC
Run 2, and the data quality performance achieved as a result, are presented. The data quality per-
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Figure 6. Illustration of an incident during 2017, which resulted in a significant loss of coverage for muons.
Top: number of hits in the various sectors of the RPC subsystem versus luminosity block, where the absence
of entries for φ-sectors 1 and 2 indicates a hardware issue. Bottom: occupancy of reconstructed muons in
the η–φ plane, where the deficit in the range −1 < η < 1 at φ ∼ 0 illustrates the impact of this hardware
problem on the reconstructed objects.
formance for the standard pp collision dataset is presented, alongside the corresponding efficiency
for special running periods, including heavy-ion data-taking and dedicated low-µ datasets. Data
quality and ATLAS operating procedures have been subject to continuous review and development
over the course of the Run 2 data-taking campaign, resulting in an increasing efficiency for good
quality physics data. A data quality efficiency for the standard pp collision dataset collected at√
s = 13 TeV of 97.5% was achieved during 2018, completing a standard Run 2 dataset taken
between 2015 and 2018 with a combined data quality efficiency of 95.6%.
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